Acoustic data provide scientific and engineering insights in fields ranging from biology and communications to ocean and Earth science. We survey the recent advances and transformative potential of machine learning (ML), including deep learning, in the field of acoustics. ML is a broad family of statistical techniques for automatically detecting and utilizing patterns in data. Relative to conventional acoustics and signal processing, ML is data-driven. Given sufficient training data, ML can discover complex relationships between features. With large volumes of training data, ML can discover models describing complex acoustic phenomena such as human speech and reverberation. ML in acoustics is rapidly developing with compelling results and significant future promise. We first introduce ML, then highlight ML developments in five acoustics research areas: source localization in speech processing, source localization in ocean acoustics, bioacoustics, seismic exploration, and environmental sounds in everyday scenes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic data provide scientific and engineering insights in a very broad range of fields including machine interpretation of human speech 1 and animal vocalizations, 2 ocean source localization, 3, 4 and imaging geophysical structures in the ocean. 5, 6 In all these fields, data analysis is complicated by a number of challenges. These challenges include data corruption, missing or sparse measurements, reverberation, and large data volumes. For example, multiple acoustic arrivals of a single event or utterance make source localization and speech interpretation a difficult task for machines.
1, 7 In many cases, such as acoustic tomography and bioacoustics, large volumes of data can be collected. The amount of human effort required to manually identify acoustic features and events rapidly becomes limiting as the size of the data sets increase. Further, patterns may exist in the data that are not easily ascertained by human cognition.
Machine learning (ML) techniques 8, 9 have enabled broad advances in automated data processing and pattern recognition capabilities across many fields, including computer vision, image processing, speech processa) mbianco@ucsd.edu ing, and (geo)physical science.
10,11 ML in acoustics is a rapidly developing field, with many compelling solutions to the aforementioned acoustics challenges. The potential impact of ML-based techniques in the field of acoustics, and the recent attention they have received, motivates this review.
ML, broadly defined, is a family of statistical techniques for automatically detecting and utilizing patterns in data. The patterns obtained are used to predict future data or make decisions from uncertain measurements. In this way ML provides a means for machines to gain knowledge, or to 'learn'.
12,13 ML methods are often divided into two major categories: supervised and unsupervised learning. There is also a third category, called reinforcement learning but we do not discuss it here. In supervised learning, the goal is to learn a predictive mapping from inputs to outputs given labeled input and output pairs. The labels can be categorical or real-valued scalars for classification and regression, respectively. In unsupervised learning, no labels are given, and the task is to discover interesting or useful structure within the data. An example of unsupervised learning is clustering analysis (e.g. K-means 14 ) . Other paradigms exist but are beyond the scope of this paper. Supervised and unsupervised modes can also be combined. Names semi-and weakly supervised learning methods can be used when the labels only give partial or almost-correct information.
Research in acoustics has mostly been concerned with developing high-level physical models and using these for modeling and inference of the environment, represented with the x-axis in Fig. 1 . With increasing amounts of data, data-driven approaches have made enormous success in web-based applications, represented with the y-axis in Fig. 1 . It is expected that as more data becomes available in physical sciences that we will be able to better combine advanced acoustic models with ML.
In ML, data representations and models are based primarily on the structure of the data, rather than on physical models or prior knowledge. ML can help build upon physical models and prior knowledge, improving data interpretation by data finding representations that are 'optimal' in some sense. 15 Thus the features in the data are fundamental to ML methods, whose performance depends on the quality of features for the task at hand. The features can be latent factors, determined in the classic principal components analysis (PCA) approach, which is useful for dimension reduction and many other purposes. More flexible latent representations include Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) obtained using the expectation-maximization (EM) procedure. Another example is the classic multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network model, which can be understood as a general function approximator. Deep neural networks (NNs) are specialized versions of MLPs, with many layers to increase representation and generalization capabilities.
9,15
This review focuses on the significant advances ML has already provided in the field of acoustics. We first introduce ML theory, including deep learning (DL). Then we discuss applications and advances of the theory in six acoustics research areas. In Secs. II-IV, basic ML concepts are introduced, and some fundamental algorithms are developed. In Sec. V, the field of DL is introduced, and applications to acoustics are discussed. Next, an overview of ML theory and applications in the following fields are highlighted: speech enhancement (Sec. VI), ocean acoustic source localization (Sec. VII), bioacoustics (Sec. VIII), seismic exploration (Sec. IX), and reverberation and environmental sounds in everyday scenes (Sec. X). While the list of fields we cover and the treatment of ML theory is not exhaustive, we hope this article can serve as inspiration for future ML research in acoustics. There are excellent ML and signal processing textbooks, which are useful supplements to the material presented here.
1, 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 
II. MACHINE LEARNING PRINCIPLES
ML is data-driven and, given sufficient training data, can discover more complex (useful) relationships between features than conventional methods. Classic signal processing techniques for modeling and predicting data are based on provable performance guarantees. These methods use simplifying assumptions such as Gaussian inde- 
FIG. 1. (Color Online
Acoustic insight can be improved by leveraging the strengths of both physical and ML-based, datadriven models. Analytic physical models (lower left) give basic insights about physical systems. More sophisticated models, reliant on computational methods (lower right), can model more complex phenomena. Whereas physical models are reliant on rules, which are updated by physical evidence (data), ML is purely data-driven (upper left). By augmenting ML methods with physical models to obtain hybrid models (upper right), a synergy of the strengths of physical intuition and data-driven insights can be obtained.
pendent and identically distributed (iid) variables and 2
nd order statistics (covariance). ML methods allow for more complex models of the data interdependencies, which have shown state of the art performance in a number of tasks compared to conventional methods, e.g. DL.
9 However, the increased flexibility of the ML models comes with certain difficulties.
Often the complexity of ML models and the algorithms for training them make analysis of their performance guarantees difficult and can hinder model interpretation. Further, ML models require significant amounts of training data. Though we note that 'vast' quantities of training data are not required to take advantage of ML techniques. Due to the no free lunch theorem, 21 models whose performance is maximized for one task will likely perform worse at others. Provided high-performance is desired only for a specific task, and there is enough training data, the benefits of ML may outweigh these issues.
A. Inputs and outputs
In ML, we are often interested in training a model to produce a desired output given inputs, y = f (x) + .
(1)
x ∈ R N are the inputs and y ∈ R P are the desired P outputs. x is a set of observations (data) from which we would like to make some prediction or decision. The observation x contains N features, which are used to calculate the output. f (x) is predicted output, and can be a linear or non-linear mapping from input to desired output. Finally, is the error between the estimate f (x) and the desired value y, which can for example be noise. For training an ML model, we need many training examples. We define X = [x 1 , . . . , x M ]
T ∈ R M ×N and Y = [y 1 , . . . , y M ] ∈ R P ×M the corresponding P outputs for the observations.
The use of ML to obtain a desired output or action y from observations x, as described above, is called supervised learning (Sec. III). Often, we might wish to discover interesting or useful patterns in the data, without explicitly specifying output. This is called unsupervised learning (Sec. IV).
B. Supervised and unsupervised learning
ML methods generally can be categorized as either supervised or unsupervised learning tasks. In supervised learning, the task is to learn a predictive mapping from inputs to outputs given labeled input and output pairs. Supervised learning is the most widely used ML category, and includes familiar methods such as linear regression (a.k.a. ridge regression) and nearest-neighbor classifiers, as well as more sophisticated support vector machine (SVM) and neural network (NN) models-sometimes referred to as artificial NNs, due to their weak relationship to neural structure in the biological brain. In unsupervised learning, no labels are given, and the task is to discover interesting or useful structure within the data. This has many useful applications, which include data visualization, exploratory data analysis, anomaly detection, and feature learning. Unsupervised methods such as PCA, K-means, 14 and Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) have been used for decades. Newer methods include t-SNE, 22 dictionary learning, 23 and deep representations (e.g. autoencoders). 15 An important point is that the results of unsupervised methods can be used either directly, such as for discovery of latent factors or data visualization, or as part of a supervised learning framework, where they supply transformed versions of the features to improve supervised learning performance.
C. Generalization: train and test data
Central to ML is the requirement that learned models must perform well on unobserved data, as well as observed data. The ability of the model to predict unseen data well is called generalization. We first discuss relevant terminology, then discuss how generalization of an ML model can be assessed.
Often the term complexity is used to denote the level of sophistication of the data relationships or ML task. The ability of a particular ML model to well approximate data of a particular complexity is the capacity. These terms are not strictly defined, but efforts have been made to mathematically formalize these concepts. For example, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension provides a means of quantifying model capacity, in the case of binary classifiers. 16 For example, data complexity can be interpreted as the number of dimensions in which useful relationships exist between features. Higher complexity implies higher-dimensional relationships. We note that the capacity of the ML model can be limited by the quantity of training data.
In general, ML models perform best when their capacity is suited to the complexity of the data provided and the task. For mismatched model-data/task complexities, two situations can arise. If a high-capacity model is used for a low-complexity task, the model will overfit, or learn the noise or idiosyncrasies of the training set. In the opposite scenario, a low-capacity model trained on a high-complexity task will tend to underfit the data, or not learn enough details of the physical model. Both overfitting and underfitting hurt ML model generalization. The behavior of the ML model on training and novel observations relative to the model (hyper)parameters can be used to determine the appropriate model complexity. We next discuss how this can be done. We note that underfitting and overfitting can be quantified using the bias and variance of the ML model. 16 To estimate the performance of ML models on unseen observations, and thereby assess their generalization, a set of test data drawn from the full training set can be excluded from the model training and used to estimate generalization given the current parameters. In many cases, the data used in developing the ML model are split repeatedly into different sets of training and test data using cross validation techniques. 24 The test data is used to adjust the model hyperparameters (e.g. regularization, priors, number of NN units/layers) to optimize generalization. The hyperparameters are model dependent, but generally governing the models capacity to learn.
In Fig. 2 , we illustrate the effect of model capacity on train and test error using polynomial regression. Train and test data (10 and 100 points) were generated from a sinusoid (y = sin 2πx, left) with additive Gaussian noise. Polynomial models of orders 0 to 9 were fit to the training data, and the RMSE of the test and train data predictions are compared. RMSE = 1/M m (y m − y m ) 2 , with M the number of samples (test or train) and y m the estimate of y m . Increasing model capacity (complexity), as expected, decreases the training error, up to degree 9 where the degree plus intercept matches the number of training points (degrees of freedom). While increasing the complexity initially decreases the RMSE of the test data prediction, polynomial degrees greater than 5 increase the test error. Thus, it can be concluded that the model that generalizes best is degree 5. In ML applications on real data, the test/train error curves are generated using cross-validation to improve the robustness of the model selection.
D. Cross-validation
One popular cross-validation technique, called K-fold cross validation, 16 assesses model generalization by dividing training data into K roughly equal-sized subgroups of the data, called folds, excluding one fold from the model training, and calculating the error on the excluded fold. This procedure is executed K times, with the kth fold used as the test data and the remaining K-1 folds used for model training. With target values divided into folds
T , the cross validation error CV err is
with f ∼i the model learned using all folds except i, θ the hyperparameters, and L a loss function. CV err (f, θ) gives a curve describing the cross-validation (test) error as a function of the hyperparameters.
E. Curse of dimensionality
High-dimensional data also present challenges in ML, referred to as the 'curse of dimensionality'. Considering features x are uniformly distributed in N dimensions, (see Fig. 3 ) with x n = l the normalized feature value, 10 uniformly distributed data points on the interval (0 1) can be quite close in 1D (top, squares), but as the number of dimensions, N , increases, the distance between the points increases rapidly. This is shown for points in 2D (top, circles), and 3D (bottom). The increasing volume l N , with l the normalized feature value scale, presents two issues.
(1) local methods (like K-means) break-down with increasing dimension, since small neighborhoods in lower-dimensional space cover an increasingly small volume as the dimension increases. (2) Assuming discrete values, the number of possible data configurations, and thereby the minimum number of training examples, increase with dimension O(l d ).
15,16
then l (for example describing a neighborhood as a hypercube) constitutes a decreasing fraction of the features space volume. The fraction of the volume, l N , is given by f v = f N l , with f v and f l the volume and length fractions, respectively. Similarly, data tend to become more sparsely distributed in high-dimensional space. The curse of dimensionality most strongly affects methods that depend on distance measures in feature space, such as Kmeans, since neighborhoods are no longer 'local'. Another result of the curse of dimensionality is the increased number of possible configurations, which may lead to ML models requiring increased training data to learn representations.
With prior assumptions on the data, enforced as model constraints (e.g. total variation 25 or 2 regularization), training with smaller data sets is possible. 15 This is related to the concept of learning a manifold, or a lowerdimensional embedding of the salient features. While the manifold assumption is not always correct, it is at least approximately correct for processes involving images and sound (for more discussion, see Ref. 15 [pp. 156-159] .
Bayesian machine learning
A theoretically robust way to implement ML methods is to use the tools of probability, which have been a critical force in the development of modern science and engineering. Bayesian statistics provide a framework for integrating prior knowledge and uncertainty about physical systems into ML models. It also provides convenient analysis of estimated parameter uncertainty. Naturally, Bayes rule plays a fundamental rule in many acoustic applications, especially in methods for estimating the parameters of model-based inverse methods. In the wider ML community, there are also attempts to expand the ML to be Bayesian model-based, for a review see Ref. 26 . We here discuss the basic rules of probability, as they relate to Bayesian analysis, and show how Bayes' rule can be used to estimate ML model parameters.
Two simple rules for probability are of fundamental importance for Bayesian ML 12 . They are the sum rule
and the product rule
Here the ML model inputs x and outputs y are uncertain quantities. The sum rule (3) states that the marginal distribution p(x) is obtained by summing the joint distribution p(x, y) over all values of y. The product rule (4) states that p(x, y) is obtained as a product of the conditional distribution, p(y|x), and p(y).
Bayes's rule is obtained from the sum and product rules by
which gives the model output y conditioned on the input x as the joint distribution p(x, y) divided by the marginal p(x).
In ML, we need to choose an appropriate ML model f (x) (1) and estimate the model parameters θ to best give the desired output y from inputs x. This is the inverse problem. The model parameters conditioned on the data is p(θ|x, y). From Bayes's rule (5) we have
∝ p(y|x, θ)p(θ).
p(θ) is the prior distribution on the parameters, p(y|x, θ) called the likelihood, and p(θ|x, y) the posterior. The quantity p(y|x) is the distribution of the data, also called the evidence or Type II likelihood. Often it can be neglected as for given data p(y|x) is constant and we are concerned with inferring θ. A Bayesian estimate of the parameters θ is obtained using (6) . Assuming a scalar linear model y = f (x) + , with f (x) = x T w, the parameters θ = w ∈ R N weights (see Sec. III A for more details). A simple solution to the parameter estimate is obtained if we assume the prior p(w) is Gaussian, N (µ, Γ) with µ mean and covariance Γ. Often we also assume a Gaussian likelihood p(x, y|θ), N (x T w, σ ) with mean x T w and covariance Σ . We get, see Ref. 12 [p.93] ,
The formulas are very efficient for sequential estimation as the prior is conjugated, i.e. it is of the same form as the posterior. In acoustics this framework has been used for range estimation 27 and for sparse estimation via the sparse Bayesian learning approach. 28, 29 In the latter, the sparsity is controlled by diagonal prior covariance matrix, where entries with zero prior variance will force the posterior variance and mean to be zero.
With prior knowledge and assumptions about the data, Bayesian approaches to parameter estimation can prevent overfitting. Further, Bayesian approaches provide the probability distribution of target estimates y. Fig. 4 shows a Bayesian estimate of polynomial curve-fit developed in Fig. 2 . The mean and standard deviation of the predictions from the model are given. The Bayesian curve fitting is here performed assuming prior knowledge of the noise standard deviation (σ = .2) and with a Gaussian prior on the weights (σ w = 10). The hyperparameters can be estimated from the data using empirical Bayes. 30 This is counterpoint to the test-train error analysis (Fig. 2) , where fewer assumptions are made about the data, and the noise is unknown. We note that it is not always practical to formally implement Bayesian parameter estimation. Where it is applicable, it well characterizes the ML results.
III. SUPERVISED LEARNING
The goal of supervised learning is to learn a mapping from a set of inputs to desired outputs given labeled input and output pairs (1). For discussion, we here focus on real-valued features and labels. The N features in observation x can be real, complex, or categorical (binary or integer). Based on the type of desired output y, supervised learning can be divided into two subcategories: regression and classification. When y is real or complex valued, the task is regression. When y is categorical, the task is called classification.
The methods of finding the function f are the core of ML methods, and the subject of this section. Generally, we prefer to use the tools of probability to find f , if practical. We can state the supervised ML task as the task of maximizing the conditional distribution p(y|x). One example is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator
which gives the most probable value of y, corresponding to the mode of the distribution conditioned on the observed evidence p(y|x). While the MAP can be considered Bayesian, it is really only a step toward Bayesian treatment (see Sec. II E 1) since MAP returns a point estimate rather than the posterior distribution.
In the following, we further describe regression and classification methods, and give some illustrative applications.
A. Linear regression, classification
We illustrate supervised ML with a simple method: linear regression. We develop a MAP formulation of linear regression in the context of DOA estimation in beamforming. In seismic and acoustic beamforming, waveforms are recorded on an array of receivers with the goal of finding their direction of arrival (DOA). The observations are x ∈ C M , waveform measurements from M receivers and the output y is the DOA azimuth angle (see (1)). The relationship between DOA and array power is non-linear, but is expressed as a linear problem by discretizing the array response using basis functions A = [a(θ 1 ), . . . , a(θ N )] ∈ C M ×N , with a(θ n ) called steering vectors. The array observations are expressed as x = Aw. The weights w ∈ C N relate the steering vectors A to the observations x. We thus write the linear measurement model as
In the case of a single source, DOA is y = θ n corresponding to max{w 1 , . . . , w N }. ∈ C M is noise (often Gaussian). We seek values of weights w which minimize the difference between the left and right-hand sides of (12) .
From Bayes's rule (5), the posterior of the model is
with p(x|w) the likelihood and p(w) the prior. Assuming the noise Gaussian iid with zero-mean, p(x|w) = CN (x|Aw, σ 2 I) with I the identity,
with C a constant and CN complex Gaussian. Maximizing the posterior, we obtain max ln p(w|x) ∝ min 1
Thus, the MAP estimate w, is
Depending on the choice of probability density function for p(w), different solutions are obtained. One popular choice is a Gaussian distribution. For p(w) Gaussian,
where
w is a regularization parameter, and σ 2 w the variance of w. This is the classic 2 regularized leastsquares estimate (a.k.a. damped least squares, or ridge regression). 12, 31, 32 Eq. (17) has the analytic solution
Although the 2 regularization in (17) is often convenient, it is sensitive to outliers in the data x. In the presence of outliers, or if the true weights w are sparse (e.g. few non-zero weights), a better prior is the Laplacian, which gives
where λ 2 = σ /b w a regularization parameter, and b w a scaling parameter for the Laplacian distribution.
13
Eq. (19) is called the 1 regularized least-squares estimator of w. While the problem is convex, it is not analytic, though there are many practical algorithms for its solution. 19, 20, 33 In sparse modeling, the 1 -regularization is considered a convex relaxation of 0 pseudo-norm, and under certain conditions, provides a good approximation to the 0 -norm. For a more detailed discussion, please see. 19, 20 The solution to (19) is also known as the LASSO, 34 and forms the cornerstone of the field of compressive sensing (CS).
35-37
Whereas in the estimate w obtained from (17) , many of the coefficients are small, the estimate from (19) has only few non-zero coefficients. Sparsity is a desirable property in many applications, including array processing 37, 38 and image processing. 20 We give an example of 1 (in CS) and 2 regularization in the estimation of DOAs on a line array, Fig. 5 .
Linear regression can be extended to the binary classification problem. Here for binary classification, we have a single desired output (N = 1) y m for each input x m , and the labels are either 0 or 1: the desired labels for M observations are y ∈ {0, 1} 1×M (row vector),
Here w ∈ R N is the weights vector. Following the derivation of (17) , the MAP estimate of the weights is given by
with w the ridge regression estimate of the weights.
This ridge regression classifier is demonstrated for binary classification (C = 2) in Fig. 6 (top). The cyan class is 0 and red is 1, thus, the decision boundary (black line) is w T x m = 0.5. Points classified as y m = 1 are {x m : w T x m > 0.5}, and points classified as y m = 0 are {x m : w T x m ≤ 0.5}. In the case where each class is composed of a single Gaussian distribution (as in this example), the linear decision boundary can do well. 16 However, for more arbitrary distributions, such a linear decision boundary may not suffice, as shown by the poor classification results of the ridge classifier on concentric class distributions, as shown for example in Fig. 6 (topright).
In the case of the concentric distribution, a non-linear decision boundary must be obtained. This can be performed using many classification algorithms, including logistic regression and support vector machines (SVM).
13
In the following section we illustrate the non-linear decision boundary estimation using SVMs.
B. Support vector machines
Thus far in our discussion of classification and regression, we have calculated the outputs y m based on feature vectors x m in the raw feature dimension (classification) or on a transformed version of the inputs (beamforming, regression). Often, we can make classification methods more flexible by enlarging the feature space with non-linear transformations of the inputs φ(x m ). These transformations can make data linearly separable in the transformed space, which is not separable in the original feature space (see Fig. 6 ). However, for large feature expansions, the feature transform calculation can be computationally prohibitive. Support vector machines (SVMs) can be used to perform classification and regression tasks where the transformed feature space is very large (potentially infinite). SVMs are based on maximum margin classifiers, 13 and use a concept called the kernel trick to use potentially infinite-dimensional feature mappings with reasonable computational cost. 12 This uses kernel functions, relating the transforms of two features as κ( 
γ controls the length scale of the kernel. RBF can also be used for regression. The RBF is one example of kernelization of an infinite dimensional feature transform. SVMs can be easily formulated to take advantage of such kernel transformations. Below, we derive the maximum margin classifier of SVM, following the arguments of Ref. 12 , and show how kernels can be used to enhance classification.
Initially, we assume linearly separable features X (see Fig. 7 ) with classes s m ∈ {1, −1}. The class of the objects corresponding to the features is determined by with support vectors (black circles), and feed forward NN (NNs, bottom). SVM is more flexible than linear regression, and can fit more general distributions using the kernel trick with, e.g., RBFs. NN requires fewer data assumptions to separate the classes, instead using non-linear modeling to fit the distributions.
with w and w 0 the weights and biases. A decision hyperplane satisfying Xw + w 0 = 0 is used to separate the classes. If y m is above the hyperplane (y m > 0), the estimated class label isŝ m = 1, whereas if y m is below (y m < 0),ŝ m = −1. This gives the condition s m y m > 0 ∀ m. The margin d M is defined as the distance between the nearest features ( Fig. 7) with different labels, x − , s = −1 and x + , s = +1. These points correspond to the equations w T x − + w 0 = −1 and w T x + + w 0 = 1. The difference between these equations, normalized by the weights w 2 , yields an expression for the margin
The expression says the projection of the difference of x − and x + on w T / w 2 (unit vector perpendicular to the hyperplane) is 2/ w 2 . Hence,
The weights w and w 0 are estimated by maximizing the margin, subject to the constraint that the points x m are correctly classified max w,w0
However, the w 
If the data are linearly non-separable (class overlapping), slack variables ξ m ≥ 0 allows some of the training points to be misclassified. 12 This gives min w,w0
The parameter C > 0 controls the trade-off between the slack variable penalty and the margin. For the non-linear classification problems, the quadratic program (27) can be kernelized, via technique called the kernel trick, 12 to make the data linearly separable in a non-linear space defined by feature vectors φ(x m ) in the kernel function κ(x m , x m ) = φ(x m )
T φ(x m ). Eq. (27) can be rewritten using the Lagrangian dual
Eq. (28) is solved as a quadratic programming problem. From the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, 12 either a i = 0 or s m y m = 1. Points with a i = 0 are not considered in the solution tox (28) . Thus, only points within the specified slack distance ξ m from the margin, s m y m = 1 − ξ m , participate in the prediction. These points are called support vectors.
In Fig. 6 we use SVM with the RBF kernel (22) to classify points where the true decision boundary is either linear or circular. The SVM result is compared with linear regression (Sec. III A) and NNs (Sec. III C). Where linear regression fails on the circular decision boundary, SVM with RBF well separates the two classes. The SVM example was implemented in Python using Scikit-learn. We here note that the SVM does not provide probabilistic output, since it gives hard labels of data points and not distributions. Though, its label uncertainties can be quantified heuristically.
13
Because the SVM is a two-class model, multi-class SVM with K classes is created by training K(K − 1)/2 models on all possible pairs of classes. The points that are assigned to the same class most frequently are considered to comprise a single class, and so on until all points are assigned a class from 1 to K. This approach is known as the "one-versus-one" scheme, although slight modifications have been introduced to reduce computational complexity.
12,13
C. Neural networks: multi-layer perceptron Neural networks (NN) can overcome the limitations of linear models (linear regression, SVM) by learning a non-linear mapping of the inputs φ(x m ) from the data over their network structure. Linear models are appealing because they can be fit efficiently and reliably, with solutions obtained in closed form or with convex optimization. However, they are limited to modeling linear functions. As we saw in previous sections, linear models can use non-linear features by prescribing basis functions (DOA estimation) or by mapping the features into a more useful space using kernels (SVM). Yet these prescribed feature mappings are limited since kernel mappings are generic, and based on the principle of local smoothness. Such general functions perform well for many tasks, but better performance can be obtained for specific tasks by training on specific data. NNs (and also dictionary learning, see Sec. IV) provide the algorithmic machinery to learn representations φ(x m ) directly from data.
9,15,41
The purpose of feed-forward NNs, also referred to as deep NNs (DNNs) or multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), is to approximate functions (Eq. (1)). These models are called feed-forward because information flows only from the inputs (features) to the outputs (labels), through the intermediate calculations. When feedback connections are included in the network, the network is referred to as a recurrent neural network (RNN, for more details see Sec. V).
NN are called networks because they are composed of a series of functions, associated by a directed graph. Each set of functions in the NN is referred to as a layer. The number of layers in the network (see Fig. 8 ), called the NN depth, typically is the number of hidden layers plus one (the output layer). The NN depth is one of the parameters that affect the capacity of NNs. The term deep learning refers to NNs with many layers.
15
In Fig. 8 , an example 3 layer fully-connected NN is illustrated. The first layer, called the input layer, is the features x m ∈ R N . The last layer, called the output layer, is the target values, or labels y m ∈ R P . The intervening layers of the NN, called hidden layers since the training data does not explicitly define their output, are z
(1) ∈ R Q and z (2) ∈ R R . The circles in the network (see Fig. 8 ) represent network units.
The output of the network units in the hidden and output layers is a non-linear transformation of the inputs, called the activation. Common activation functions include softmax, sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, and rectified linear units (ReLU). Activation functions are further discussed in Sec. V. Before the activation, a linear transformation is applied to the inputs
with a q the input to the qth unit of the first hidden layer, and w
(1) nq and w
(1) q0 the weights and biases, which are to be learned. The output of the hidden unit z (1) q = g 1 (a q ), with g 1 the activation function. Similarly,
and z
The NN architecture, combined with the series of small operations by the activation functions make the NN a general function approximator. 42 In fact, a NN with a single hidden layer can approximate nearly any continuous, real-valued function with a sufficient number of hidden units. 15 We here illustrate a NN with two hidden layers. Deeper NN architectures are discussed in Sec.V.
NNs training is analogous to the methods we have previously discussed (e.g. least squares and SVM models): a loss function is constructed, the gradient of the function is evaluated using the training data, and from the gradient the model parameters are adjusted. A typical loss function, L, for classification is cross-entropy.

Given the target values (labels)
and input features X, the average cross-entropy L and weight estimate are given by
with w the matrix of the weights and w its estimate. The gradient of the objective (31), ∇L(w), is obtained via backpropagation. 43 Backpropagation uses the derivative chain rule to find the gradient of the cost with respect to the weights at each NN layer. With backpropagation, any of the numerous variants of gradient descent can be used to optimize the weights at all layers.
The gradient information from backpropagation is used to find the optimal weights. The simplest weight update is obtained by taking a small step in the direction of the negative gradient
with η called the learning rate, which controls the step size. Popular NN training algorithms are stochastic gradient descent 15 and Adam (adaptive moment estimation).
44
IV. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING
Unlike in supervised learning where there are given target values or labels y m , unsupervised learning deals only with modeling the features x m , with the goal of discovering interesting or useful structures in the data. The structures of the data, represented by the data model parameters θ, give probabilistic unsupervised learning models of the form p(X|θ). This is in contrast to supervised models that predict the probability of labels or regression values given the data and model: p(Y|X, θ) (see Sec. III). We note that the distinction between unsupervised and supervised learning methods is not always clear. Generally, a learning problem can be considered unsupervised if there are no annotated examples or prediction targets provided.
The structures discovered in unsupervised learning serve many purposes. The models learned can, for example, indicate how features are grouped or define latent representations of the data such as the subspace or manifold which the data occupies in higher-dimensional space. Unsupervised learning methods for grouping features include clustering algorithms such as K-means 14 and Gaussian mixture models (GMM). Unsupervised methods for discovering latent models include principal components analysis (PCA), matrix factorization methods such as non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), 45, 46 independent component analysis (ICA), 47 and dictionary learning. 19, 20, 23, 48 Neural network models, called autoencoders, are also used for learning latent models.
15 Autoencoders can be understood as a non-linear generalization of PCA and, in the case of sparse regularization (see Sec. III), dictionary learning.
The aforementioned models obtained in unsupervised learning have many practical uses. Often, they are used to find the 'best' representation of the data given a desired task. A special class of K-means based techniques, called vector quantization, 49 was developed for lossy compression. In sparse modeling, dictionary learning seeks to learn the 'best' sparsifying dictionary of basis functions for a given class of data. In ocean acoustics, PCA (a.k.a. empirical orthogonal functions) have been used to constrain estimates of ocean sounds speed profiles (SSPs), though methods based on sparse modeling and dictionary learning have given an alternative representation. 50, 51 Recently, dictionary-learning based methods have been developed for travel time tomography.
52 Aside from compression, such methods can be used for data restoration tasks such as denoising and inpainting. Methods developed for denoising and inpainting can also be extended to inverse problems, more generally.
In the following, we illustrate unsupervised ML, highlighting PCA, EM with GMMs, K-means, dictionary learning, and autoencoders.
A. Principal components analysis
For data visualization and compression, we are often interested in finding a subspace of the feature space which contains the most important feature correlations. This can be a subspace which contains the majority of the feature variance. PCA finds such a subspace by learning an orthogonal, linear transformation of the data. The principal components of the features are obtained as the right eigenvectors of the design matrix X, with
are the total variances of the data along the principal directions defined by principal components p n , with σ
N . This is a matrix factorization can be obtained using for example singular value decomposition.
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In the coordinate system defined by P, with axes p n , the first coordinate accounts for the highest portion of the overall variance in the data and subsequent axes have equal or smaller contributions. Thus, truncating the resulting coordinate space results in a lower dimensional representation that often captures a large portion of the data variance. This has benefits both for visualization of data and modeling as it can reduce the aforementioned curse of dimensionality (see Sec. II E). Formally, the projection of the original features X onto the principal components P is
with Q ∈ R N ×P the first P eigenvectors and B = [β 1 , . . . , β M ] ∈ R P ×M the lower-dimensional projection of the data. X can be approximated by
which give a compressed version data X, which has less information than the original data X (lossy compression).
PCA is a simple example of a learned representation that attempts to disentangle the unknown factors of the data variation. The principal components explain the correlation of the features, and are a coordinate system which de-correlates the features. While correlation is an important category or dependencies between features, we often are interested in learning representations that can disentangle more complicated, perhaps correlated, dependencies.
B. Expectation maximization and Gaussian mixture models
Often, we would like to model the dependency between observed features. An efficient way of doing this is to assume that the observed variables are correlated because they are generated by a hidden or latent model. This can be understood as modeling a complicated probability distribution as a combination of simpler distributions, which must be estimated. Such models can be challenging to fit but offer advantages, including a compressed representation of the data. A popular latent modeling technique, called Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) 53 models arbitrary probability distributions as a linear superposition of K Gaussian densities.
The latent parameters of GMMs (and other mixture models) can be obtained using a non-linear optimization procedure called the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.
54 EM is an iterative technique which alternates between (1) finding the expected value of the latent factors given data and initialized parameters, and (2) optimizing parameter updates based on the latent factors from (1). We here derive EM in the context of GMMs and later show how it relates to other popular algorithms, like the K-means.
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For features x m , the GMM is
with π k the weights of the Gaussians in the mixture, and µ k and Σ k the mean and covariance of the kth Gaussian. The weights π k define the marginal distribution of a binary random vector z m ∈ {0, 1} K , which give membership of data vector x m to the kth Gaussian (z km = 1 and z im = 0 ∀ i = k). The weights are thus related to the marginal probabilities by p(z km = 1) = π k , giving
The weights must satisfy
The joint distribution p(x m , z m ) is obtained using the product rule (4), with (37), (38) , and the marginal distribution (36) is obtained by summing the joint over all the states of z m (sum rule, (3)),
with θ the parameters {π k , µ k , Σ k }. Eq. (39) is equivalent to (36) . To find the parameters, the log-likelihood or p(x m |θ) is maximized
For multiple observations
Eq. (40) and (41) are challenging to solve because the logarithm cannot be pushed inside the summation over z m .
In EM, a complete data log likelihood
is used to define an auxiliary function,
, which is the expectation of the likelihood evaluated assuming some knowledge of the parameters.
The knowledge of the parameters is based on the previous or 'old' values, θ old . The EM algorithm is derived using the auxiliary function. For more details, please see Ref. 13 [pp. 350-354] . Helpful discussion is also presented in Ref. 12 [pp. 430-443] The first step of EM, called the E-step (for expectation), estimates the responsibility r km of the kth Gaussian in reconstructing the mth data density p(x m ), given the current parameters θ. From Bayes's rule, the E-step is
The second step of EM, called the M-step, updates the parameters by maximizing the auxiliary function,
, with the responsibilities r km from the E-step (43).
12,55
The M-step estimates of π (using also
with r k = M m=1 r km the weighted number of points in cluster k. The EM algorithm is run until an acceptable error has been obtained.
C. K-means
The K-means algorithm 14 is a method for discovering clusters of features in unlabeled data. The goal of doing this can be to estimate the number of clusters, or for data compression (e.g. vector quantization 49 ). Like EM, K-means solves (41) . Except, unlike EM, π k = 1/K and Σ k = σ 2 I are fixed. Rather than responsibility r km describing the posterior distribution of z m (per (43)), in K-means the membership is a 'hard' assignment (in the limit σ → 0, please see Ref. 12 for more details):
Thus in K-means, each feature vector x m is assigned to the nearest centroid µ k . The distance measure is the Euclidian distance (defined by the 2 -norm, (47)). Based on the centroid membership of the features, the centroids are updated using the mean of the feature vectors in the cluster
Sometimes the variances are also calculated. Thus, Kmeans is a two-step iterative algorithm which alternates between categorizing the features and updating the centroids. Like EM, K-means must be initialized, which can be done with random initial assignments. The number of clusters can be estimated using, for example, the gap statistic.
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D. Dictionary learning
In this section we introduce dictionary learning and discuss one classic dictionary learning method: the K-SVD algorithm. 56 An important task in sparse modeling (see Sec. III) is obtaining a dictionary which can well model a given class of signals. There are a number of methods for dictionary design, which can be divided roughly into two classes: analytic and synthetic. Analytic dictionaries have columns, called atoms, which are derived from analytic functions such as wavelets or the discrete cosine transform (DCT).
19,57 Such dictionaries have useful properties, which allow them to obtain acceptable sparse representation performance for a broad range of data. However, if enough training examples of a specific class of data are available, a dictionary can be synthesized or learned directly from the data. Learned dictionaries, which are designed from specific instances of data using dictionary learning algorithms, often achieve greater reconstruction accuracy over analytic, generic dictionaries. Many dictionary learning algorithms are available.
20
As discussed in Sec. III, sparse modeling assumes that a few (sparse) atoms from a dictionary D ∈ R N ×K can adequately construct a given feature x m . With coefficients β m ∈ R K , this is articulated as x m ≈ Dβ m . The coefficients can be solved by
with T the number of non-zero coefficients. The penalty · 0 is the 0 -pseudo-norm, which counts the number of non-zero coefficients. Since least square minimization with an 0 -norm penalty is non-convex (combinatorial), solving (49) exactly is often impractical. However, many fast-approximate solution methods exist, including orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) 58 and sparse Bayesian learning (SBL). (50) is a bi-linear optimization problem for which no general practical algorithm exists. 19 However, it can be solved well using methods related to Kmeans. Clustering-based dictionary learning methods 20 are based on the alternating optimization concept introduced in K-means and EM. The operations of a dictionary learning algorithm are thus formulated as 1. Sparse coding: Given dictionary D, solve for T nonzero coefficients in β m corresponding to X.
2. Dictionary update: Given coefficients B, solve for D which minimizes reconstruction error for X.
This assumes an initial dictionary (the columns of which can be Gaussian noise). Sparse coding can be accomplished by OMP, or other greedy methods. The dictionary update stage can be approached in a number of ways. We next briefly describe the class K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm 19, 56 to illustrate basic dictionary learning concepts. Like K-means, K-SVD learns K latent prototypes of the data (in dictionary learning these are called atoms, where in K-means they are called centroids), but instead of learning them as the means of the data 'clusters', they are found using the SVD since there may be more than one atom used per data point.
In the K-SVD algorithm, dictionary atoms are learned based on the SVD of the reconstruction error caused by excluding the atoms from the sparse reconstruction. Expressing the dictionary coefficients as row vectors β n T ∈ R N and β j T ∈ R N , which relate all examples X to d n and d j , respectively, the 2 -penalty from (50) is rewritten as
and · F is the Frobenius norm. Thus, in (51), the 2 -penalty is separated into an error term E j = [e j,1 , . . . , e j,M ] ∈ R N ×M , which is the error for all examples X if d j is excluded from their reconstruction, and the product of the excluded entry d j and coefficients β j T ∈ R
N . An update to the dictionary entry d j and coefficients β j T which minimizes (51) is found by taking the SVD of E j . However, many of the entries in β 
where E R j and β j R are entries in E j and β j T , respectively, corresponding to examples x m which use d j , and are defined as Thus for each K-SVD iteration, the dictionary entries and coefficients are sequentially updated as the SVD of E R j = USV T . The dictionary entry d i j is updated with the first column in U and the coefficient vector β j R is updated as the product of the first singular value S(1, 1) with the first column of V.
For the case when T = 1, the results of K-SVD reduces to the K-means based model called gain-shape vector quantization. 19, 49 When T = 1, the 2 -norm in (50) is minimized by the dictionary entry d n that has the largest inner product with example x m .
19 Thus for
These partitions are shown in Fig. 9 (b) for a hypothetical 2D (K = 2) random data set.
Other clustering-based dictionary learning methods are the method of optimal directions 60 and the iterative thresholding and signed K-means algorithm.
61 Alternative methods include online dictionary learning.
E. Autoencoder networks
Autoencoder networks are a special case of NNs (Sec. III), in which the desired output is an approximation of the input. Because they are designed to only approximate their input, autoencoders prioritize which aspects of the input should be copied. This allows them to learn useful properties of the data. Autoencoder NNs are used for dimensionality reduction and feature learning, and are a critical component of modern generative modeling.
15 They can also be used as a pretraining step for DNNs (see Sec. V B). They can be viewed as a nonlinear generalization of PCA and dictionary learning. Because of the non-linear encoder and decoder functions, autoencoders potentially learn more powerful feature representations than PCA or dictionary learning.
Like feed-forward NNs (Sec. III C), activation functions are used on the output of the hidden layers (Fig. 8 ).
In the case of an autoencoder with a single hidden layer, the input to the hidden layer is z 1 = g 1 (a q (x)) and the output is x = g 2 (a p (z 1 )), with P = M (see Fig. 8 ). The first half of the NN, which maps the inputs to the hidden units is called the encoder. The second half, which maps the output of the hidden units to the output layer (with same dimension N of input features) is called the decoder. The features learned in this single layer network are the weights of the first layer.
If the code dimension is less than the input dimension, the autoencoder is called undercomplete. In having the code dimension less than the input, undercomplete networks are well suited to extract salient features since the representation of the inputs is 'compressed', like in PCA. However, if too much capacity is permitted in the encoder or decoder, undercomplete autoencoders will still fail to learn useful features.
15
Depending on the task, code dimension equal to or greater than the inputs is desireable. Autoencoders with code dimension greater than the input dimension are called overcomplete and these codes exhibit redundancy similar to overcomplete dictionaries and CNNs. This can be useful for example learning shift invariant features. However, without regularization, such autoencoder architectures will fail to learn useful features. Sparsity regularization, similar to dictionary learning, can be used to train overcomplete autoencoder networks. 15 For more details and deeper discussion, please see Sec. V.
V. DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning (DL) refers to ML techniques that are based on a cascade of non-linear feature transforms trained during a learning step. 63 In several fields of science, decades of research and engineering have led to elegant ways to model data. Nevertheless, the DL community argues that these models are too simplistic to capture the subtleties of the phenomena underlying the data. Often it is beneficial to learn the representation directly from a large collection of examples. Yet DL leverages a fundamental concept shared by many successful handcrafted features. Representations such as Mel frequency cepstrum 64 used in speech processing, or multiscale wavelets 65 and SIFT 66 used in image processing, all analyze the data by applying filter banks at different scales. DL mimics this by learning a cascade of features capturing information at different levels of abstraction. Non-linearities between these features allow deep NNs to learn complicated manifolds. Findings in neuroscience also suggest that mammal brains process information in a non-linear hierarchical way.
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In short, a NN-based ML pipeline is considered DL if it satisfies 63 : (i) features are not handcrafted but learned, (ii) features are organized in a hierarchical manner from low-to high-level abstraction, (iii) there are at least two layers of non-linear feature transformations. As an example, applying DL on a large corpus of texts must uncover meanings behind words, sentences and paragraphs (lowlevel) to further extract concepts such as lexical field, genre, and writing style (high-level). Likewise, DL has been used in acoustics.
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To comprehend DL, it is useful to look at what it is not. MLPs with one hidden layer (aka, shallow NN) are not deep as they only learn one level of feature extraction. Similarly, non-linear SVMs are analogous to shallow NNs. Multi-scale wavelet representations 74 are a hierarchy of features (sub-bands) but the relationships between features are linear. When a classifier is used after transforming the data into a handcrafted representation, the architecture becomes deep, but it is not DL as the first transformation is not learned.
Most [76] [77] [78] [79] have helped the community in introducing a multitude of new strategies. These aim at fighting the limitations of back-propagation: its slowness and tendency to get trapped to poor stationary points (local optima or saddle points). The following subsections describe some of these strategies, see Goodfellow et al., 2016 15 for an exhaustive review.
A. Activation Functions and Rectifiers
The earliest multi-layer NN used logistic sigmoids (Sec. III-c) or hyperbolic tangents for the non-linear activation function g:
where z l are the vector of features at layer l and a l are the vector of potentials (the affine combination of the features from the previous layer). For the sigmoid ac- The loss L as a function of the network weights W when using sigmoid activation functions is shown as a 'landscape'. Typical cost landscapes are hilly with large plateaus delimited by cliffs. When estimates of the gradient are very small (vanishing), the network learns very slowly. In the case of exploding gradients, the model updates can overshoot optimal parameters. tivation function in Fig. 10(a) , the derivative is significantly non-zero for only a near 0. With such functions, in a randomly initialized NN, half of the hidden units are expected to activate (f (a) > 0) for a given training example, but only few will influence the gradient, as a 0. In fact, many hidden units will have near zero gradient for all training samples, and the parameters responsible for that units will be slowly updated. This is called the vanishing gradient problem. A naïve repair to solve the vanishing gradient problem is to increase the learning rate. However, parameter updates will become too large when the potential a approaches 0. The overall training procedure might be unstable: this is the gradient exploding problem. Fig. 10(b) indicates of these two problems. Shallow NN are not much impacted by these problems, but they become very harmful in deep NN. Back-propagation with such activation functions in deep NN is slow, unstable, and leads to poor solutions.
Rectifiers are activation functions that are nearly zero on the negative side and nearly linear on the positive side. The most popular is the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) 80 defined as (see Fig. 10 ):
While the derivative is nearly zero for negative potentials a, the derivative is nearly one for a > 0 (though nondifferentiable at 0, ReLU is continuous and then backpropagation is a sub-gradient descent). Thus, in a randomly initialized NN, half of the hidden units fire and the same half influence the gradient. Most units get significant gradients from at least half of the training samples, and all parameters in the NN is expected to be equally updated at each epoch (the initial weights must be zeromean with a variance that preserves the range of variations of all potentials across all NN layers 81, 82 ). In practice the use of rectifiers leads to tremendous improvement
B. Unsupervised Pretraining
Avoiding gradient vanishing and exploding problems is not enough for back-propagation to avoid poor stationary points in deep NN. A pioneering alternative, unsupervised pretraining, consists in learning a deep NN by successively training shallow architectures. This is achieved by deep belief NN based on restricted Boltzmann machines 84 or stacked auto-encoders 85 . Stacked auto-encoders are trained in a greedy unsupervised fashion. First, a shallow auto-encoder is trained to reproduce all training data, and the learned encoder is used to extract all of their features. Next, a shallow auto-encoder is trained to reproduce all of these features, hence yielding a second layer of feature extraction. The process can be repeated several times, but at each step it only involves training a shallow network. Afterwards, a deep auto-encoder is designed by stacking all shallow encoders and decoders, see Fig. 11 . The deep encoder can finally be used as a feature extractor for a supervised learning task, for instance, by replacing the decoder by a shallow classifier. Today, deep NN are trained end-to-end from scratch, but unsupervised pretraining was the first method to succeed on high-dimensional data.
C. End-to-End Training
Unlike unsupervised pretraining approaches, modern DL approaches train deep network end-to-end. They rely on variants of gradient descent that aims at fighting poor stationary solutions. These approaches include stochastic gradient descent, mini-batch gradient descent, adaptive learning rates 86 , and momentum techniques.
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Among these concepts, two main notions emerged: (i) annealing by randomly exploring configurations first and exploiting them next, (ii) momentum by combining gradient and velocity. Adam, 44 based on adaptive moment estimation, is currently the most popular optimization approach.
Gradient descent methods can fall into the closest local minimum which leads to underfitting. On the contrary, stochastic gradient descent and variants are expected to find solutions with lower loss and are more prone to overfitting. Overfitting occurs when learning a model with many degrees of freedom compared to the number of training samples. Curse of dimensionality (Sec. II E) claims that, without assumptions on the data, the number of training data should grow exponentially with the number of free parameters. In classical NN, an output feature is influenced by all input features, a layer is fully-connected (FC). Given an input of size N and a feature vector of size P , a FC layer is then composed of N × (P + 1) weights (see Sec. III-c). Given that the signal size N can be large, FC NN are prone to overfitting. Thus, special care should be taken for ini- tializing the weights, 81, 82 and specific strategies must be employed to have some regularization, such as dropout 88 and batch-normalization 89 .
D. Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional NN (CNNs) 41, 75 are an alternative to conventional, fully-connected NN for temporally or spatially correlated signals. They limit dramatically the number of parameters of the model and memory requirements by relying on two main concepts: local receptive fields and shared weights. In conventional NNs, for a given layer, every output interacts with every input. This results in an excessive number of weights for large input dimension (number of weights is O (N × P ) ). In CNNs, each output unit is connected only with subsets of inputs corresponding to given filter (and filter position) -the local receptive field. This significantly reduces the number of NN multiplication operations on the forward pass of a convolutional layer for a single filter to O(N × K), with K, typically much smaller than N and P . Further, for a given filter, the same K weights are used for all receptive fields. This means the number of parameters calculated for each layer and weight is reduced from O(N × P ) to O(K).
Weight sharing in CNNs gives another important property called shift invariance. Since for a given filter, the weights are the same for all receptive fields, the filter must model well signal content that is shifted in space or time. The response to the same stimuli is unchanged whenever the stimuli occurs within overlapping receptive fields. Experiments in neuroscience reveal the existence of such a behavior (denoted self-similar receptive fields) in simple cells of the mammal visual cortex 67 . This principle leads CNNs to consider convolution layers with linear filter banks on their inputs. Fig. 12 provides an illustration of one convolution layer. The convolution layer applies three filters to an input signal x to produce three feature maps. Denoting the qth input feature map at layer l as z (l−1) q and the pth output feature map at layer l asz
p , a convolution layer at layer l produces C out new feature maps from C in input feature maps as follows
where * is the discrete convolution, w Stacking all feature maps z (l) p together, the set of hidden features is represented as a tensor z (l) where each channel corresponds to a given feature map.
For example, a spectrogram is represented by a N ×C tensor where N is the signal length and the number of channels C is the number of frequency sub-bands. Convolution layers preserve the spatial or temporal resolution of the input tensor but usually increasing the number of channels: C out ≥ C in . This produces a redundant representation which allows for sparsity in the feature tensor. Only a few units should fire for a given stimuli: a concept that has also been influenced by vision research experiments. 90 Using tensors is a common practice allowing us to represent CNN architectures in a condensed way, see Fig. 13 .
Local receptive fields impose that an output feature is influenced by only a small temporal or spatial region of the input feature tensor. This implies that each convolution is restricted to a small sliding centered kernel window of odd size K, for example, K = 3 × 3 is a common practice for images. The number of parameters to learn for that layer is then C out × (C in × K + 1) and is independent on the input signal size N . In practice C in , C out and K are chosen so small that it is robust against overfitting. Typically, C in and C out are less than a few hundreds. A byproduct is that processing becomes much faster for both learning and testing.
Applying D convolution layers of support size K increases the region of influence (called effective receptive field) to a D(K − 1) + 1 window. With only convolution layers, such an architecture requires being very deep to capture long-range dependencies. For instance, using filters of size K = 3, a 10 deep architecture will process inputs in sliding windows of only size 21.
To capture long-range dependencies, CNNs introduce a third concept: pooling. While convolution layers preserve the spatial or temporal resolution, pooling preserves the number of channels but reduces the signal resolution. Pooling is applied independently on each feature map as
and such that z Pooling is grounded on neuroscientific findings regarding complex cells in the mammal visual cortex.
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These cells condense the information to get some invariance and robustness against small distortions of the same stimuli. Deeper tensors become more elongated with more channels and smaller signal resolution. Hence, the deeper the architecture, the more robust becomes the network with respect to exact locations. Eventually the tensor becomes flat meaning that it is reduced to a vector. Features in that tensor are no longer temporally or spatially related and they can serve as input feature vectors for a classifier. The output tensor is not always exactly flat, but then the tensor is mapped into a vector. In general, a MLP with two hidden FC layers is employed and the architecture is trained end-to-end by backpropagation or variants, see Fig. 13 . Since 2012, such architectures have led to state of the art classification in computer vision, 91 even rivaling human performances on the ImageNet challenge.
82 Regarding acoustic applications, this architecture has been employed for broadband DOA estimation 68 where each class corresponds to a given time frame.
E. Transfer learning
Training a deep classifier from scratch requires using a large labeled dataset. In many applications, these are not available. An alternative is using transfer learning.
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Transfer learning reuses parts of a network that were trained on a large and potentially unrelated dataset in order to solve another ML task. The key idea in transfer learning is that early stages of a deep network are learning generic features that may be applicable to other tasks. Once a network has learned such a task, it is often possible to remove the feed forward layers at the end of the network that are tailored exclusively to the original task. These are then replaced with new classification or regression layers and the learning process finds the appropriate weights of these final layers on the new task. If the previous representation captured information relevant to the new task, they can be learned with a much smaller data set. Eventually, after the classifier has been trained, all the layers will be slightly adjusted by performing a few backpropagation steps end-to-end (referred to as fine tuning). Many modern DL techniques rely on this principle.
F. Specialized architectures
Beyond classification, there exists myriad NN and CNN architectures. Fully convolutional and U-shape architectures are typical architectures that can be used for regression problems such as signal enhancement, 98 segmentation 99 or object localization. 100 Recurrent NNs 43 (RNNs) are an alternative to classical feed-forward NNs to process or produce sequences of variable length. In particular, long short term memories 101 (LSTMs) are a specific type of RNN that have produced remarkable results in several applications such as speech processing and natural language processing. Recently, NNs have gained much attention in unsupervised learning tasks. One key example is data generation with generative adversarial networks 102 (GANs). The later relies on an original idea grounded on game theory. It performs a two player game between a generative network and a discriminative one. The generator produces fake data from random seeds, while the discriminator aims at distinguishing the fake data from the ones of the training set. Both NN compete against each other. The generator tries to fool the discriminator such that the fake data cannot be distinguished from the ones of the training set.
G. Applications in Acoustics
DL has yielded promising advances in acoustics. The data-driven DL approaches can provide competitive results with conventional or hand-engineered methods in their respective fields. A challenge across all fields is the amount of available training data. To train deep NNs in for example audio processing tasks, hours of training data may be required.
1 Since large amounts of training data might not be available, DL is not always practical. Though scarcity of training data can be addressed partly by using synthetic training data. 72, 103 In the following we highlight recent advances in the application of DL in acoustics, though our reference are by no means complete.
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Two tasks in acoustics and audio signal processing that have befitted from DL are sound event detection and source localization. These methods replace physicsbased acoustic propagation models or hand-engineered detectors with deep-learning architectures. In Ref. 104 , convolutional recurrent NNs achieve state-of-the art results in the sound event detection task in the 2017 Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenge. 72 In Ref. 68 CNNs are developed for broadband DOA estimation using only the phase component of the STFT that obtain competitive results with steered response power phase transform beamformer (SRP-PHAT). 105, 113 The CNN was trained using synthetically generated noise, which made training data preparation easier. The method generalized well to speech signals. In Ref. 70 the event detection and DOA estimation tasks are combined into a signal DNN architecture based on CRNNs. The proposed system is used with synthetic and real-world, reverberant and anechoic data, and the DOA performance is competitive with MUSIC. 106 In Ref. 103 , DL used to localize ocean sources in a shallow ocean waveguide using a single hydrophone, as shown in Fig. 14 Fig. 14) .
DL has also been applied in speech modeling, source separation, and enhancement. In Ref. 71 a deep clustering approach is proposed, based on spectral clustering, which uses a DNN to find embedding features for each time-frequency region of a spectrogram. This is applied to the problem of separating two speakers of the same gender, but can be applied to problems where multiple sources of the same class are active. In Ref. 69 DNNs are used to remove reverberation from speech recordings using a single microphone. The system works with the STFT of the speech signals. Two different U-net architectures, as well as adversarial training with GAN are implemented. The dereverberation performance of the proposed DL architectures outperform competing methods in most cases.
VI. SOURCE LOCALIZATION IN SPEECH PROCESSING
Speech enhancement is a core problem in audio signal processing, with commercial applications in devices as diverse as mobile phones, hands-free systems, humancar communication, smart homes or hearing aids. An essential component in the design of speech enhancement algorithms is acoustic source localization. Speaker localization is also directly applicable to many other audio related tasks, e.g. automated camera steering, teleconferencing systems and robot audition.
Driven by its large number of applications, the localization problem has attracted significant research attention, resulting in a plethora of localization methods proposed during the last two decades. 115 Nevertheless, robust localization in adverse conditions, namely in the presence of background noise and reverberations, still remains a major challenge.
A recent challenge on acoustic source LOCalization And TrAcking (LOCATA), endorsed by the IEEE Audio and Acoustic Signal Processing technical committee, has established a database to encourage research teams to test their algorithms. 116 The challenge dataset consists of acoustic recordings from real-life scenarios. With this data, the performance of source localization algorithms in real-life scenarios can be assessed.
There is a growing interest in supervised-learning for localization using NN. In the recent issue on "Acoustic Source Localization and Tracking in Dynamic Real-Life Scenes" in the IEEE Journal on Selected topics in Signal Processing, three papers used variants of NN for source localization. 70, 112, 117 We expect this trend to continue. In this short survey, we explore two families of learning-based approaches. The first is an unsupervised method based on GMM classification. The second is a semi-supervised method based on manifold learning.
Despite the progress that has been made in the recent years in the manifold-learning approach for localization, some major challenges remain to be solved, e.g. robustness to changes in array constellation and the acoustic environment, and the multiple concurrent speakers case.
A. Localization and tracking based on the expectationmaximization procedure
In this section we review an unsupervised methodology for speaker localization and tracking of unknown number of concurrent speakers in noisy and reverberant enclosures, using spatially distributed microphone array. We cast the localization problem as a classification problem in which the measurements (or features extracted thereof) can be associated with a grid of candidate positions 118 P = {p 1 , . . . , p M }, where M = |P| is the number of candidates. The actual number of speakers is always significantly lower than M .
The speech signals, together with an additive noise, are captured by an array of N microphones (binaural setting was presented in 118 ). We assume a simple sound propagation model with a dominant direct-path and potentially a spatially-diffused reverberation tail. The nth microphone signal in the STFT domain is given by:
where t = 0, . . . , T − 1 is the time index, k = 0, . . . , K − 1 is the frequency index, g m,n (k) is the direct-path transfer function from the speaker at the m-th position to the nth microphone:
where T s is the sampling period, and τ m,n = pm−pn c is the TDOA between candidate position p m and microphone position p m and c the sound velocity. This TDOA can be calculated in advance from the predefined grid points and the array constellation. s m (t, k) is the speech signal uttered by a speaker at grid point m and v n (t, k) is either an ambient noise or the spatially-diffused reverberation tail. The indicator signal d m (t, k) indicates whether speaker m is active in the (t, k)-th STFT bin:
(61) Note that, according to the sparsity assumption 119 the vector d(t, k) = vec m {d m (t, k)} ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e M }, where vec m {·} is a concatenation of the elements along the mth index and e m is a "one-hot" vector, namely equals '1' in its m-th entry, and zero elsewhere. The N microphone signals is concatenated in a vector form:
where z(t, k), g m (k) and v(t, k) are the respective concatenated vectors. We will discuss several alternative feature vector selections from the raw data. Based on the W-disjoint orthogonality property of the speech signal 119,120 , these features can be attributed a GMM (36) , with each Gaussians associated with a candidate position in the enclosure on the predefined grid.
An alternative is to organize the microphones in dual-microphone nodes and to extract the pair-wise relative phase ratio (PRP)
with n the node index (number of microphones in this case is 2N ). Under the assumptions that 1) the microphone inter-distance is small compared with the distance of grid points from the node center, and 2) the reverberation level is low, the PRP of a signal impinging the microphones located at p 1 n and p 2 n from a grid point p m can be approximated bỹ
(64) Since this approximation is often violated, we useφ k n (p m ) as the centroid of a Gaussian that describes the PRP. For multiple speakers in unknown positions we can use the W-disjoint orthogonality to express the distribution of the PRP as a GMM: We will also assume for simplicity that σ 2 is set in advance.
Using the GMM, the localization task can be formulated as a maximum likelihood parameter estimation problem. The number of active speakers in the scene and their position will be indirectly determined by examining the GMM weights, π m , m = 1, . . . , M , and selecting their peak values. As explained above, the ML parameter estimation problem cannot be solved in closed-form. Instead, we will resort to the expectation-maximization (EM) procedure 54 The E-step results in the estimate of the indicator signal (here the hidden data):
In the M-step the GMM weights are estimated:
The procedure is repeated until a number of predefined iterations = L is reached. We refer to this procedure as batch EM, as opposed to the recursive and distributed variants that will be later introduced . In Fig. 15 a comparison between the classical SRP-PHAT and the batch EM is depicted. It is evident that the EM algorithm (which maximizes the ML criterion) achieves much higher resolution. In Ref. 122 , a distributed version of this algorithm was presented, suitable for wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASNs) with known microphone positions. WASNs are characterized by low computational resources in each node and by a limited connectivity between the nodes. A bi-directional tree-based distributed EM (DEM) algorithm that circumvents the inherent network limitations was proposed, by substituting the standard EM iterations by iterations across nodes. Furthermore, a recursive distributed EM (RDEM) variant, which is better suited for online applications, is proposed.
In Ref. 123 , an improved, bio-inspired, acoustic frontend that enhances the direct-path, and consequently increasing the robustness of the proposed schemes to high reverberation, is presented. An alternative method for enhancing the direct-path is presented in 124, where the multi-path propagation model of the sound is taken into account, by the so-called convolutive transfer function (CTF) model.
125
In another variant of the classification paradigm, the GMM is substituted by a mixture of von Mises, 126 which is a suitable distribution for the periodic phase of the microphone signals.
Here we will elaborate on another alternative feature, namely the raw microphone signals (in the STFT domain). According to our measurement model (59, 62) the raw data can also be described by a GMM:
where the PSD matrix of each Gaussian is given by:
Here we assumed that the noise is stationary and its PSD known. In this case (frequency index k is omitted for brevity), the E-step simplifies to:
. (70) with the likelihood ratio test (LRT): . The former is based on recursive calculation of the auxiliary function and the latter utilizes a Newton-based recursion for the maximization, with the Hessian substituted by the Fisher information matrix (FIM). Titterington's method was extended to deal with constrained maximization, encountered in the problem at hand. 121 Applying these procedures to both data models in (65) and (68) results in: tracking capabilities of the algorithm in 130 in simulated data with low noise level and two speakers in reverberation time T 60 ≈ 300 ms is depicted in Fig. 16 .
B. Speaker localization and tracking using manifold learning
Until recently, a main paradigm in localization research was based on certain statistical and physical assumptions regarding the propagation of sound sources, 134, 135 and mainly focused on robust methods to extract the direct-path. However, valuable information on the source location can also be extracted from the reflection pattern in the enclosure.
The main claim here is that the intricate reflection patterns of the sound source on the room facets and the objects in the enclosure define a fingerprint, uniquely characterizing the source location, and that meaningful location information can be inferred from the data by harnessing the principles of manifold learning. 136, 137 Yet, the intrinsic degrees of freedom in the acoustic responses have a limited number. Hence, we can conclude that the variability of the acoustic response in specific enclosures depends only on a small number of parameters. This calls upon manifold learning approaches to improve localization abilities. We first consider recordings from two microphones
where s(n) the source signal, a i (n), i = {1, 2} acoustic impulse responses relating the source and each of the microphones, and v i (n), i = {1, 2} the noise signals which are independent of the source. We define the relative transfer function (RTF) as
The RTF represents the acoustic path, encompassing all sound reflection paths. As such, it can be viewed as a generalization of the PRP centroid (64) . A plethora of blind RTF estimation procedure exists. 139 Finally, we define the RTF vector by concatenating several values of H(k) in the relevant frequency band (where the speech power is significant):
where k 1 and k D are the lower and upper frequencies of the significant frequency band. Note that the RTF is independent of the source signal, hence can serve as an acoustic feature, as required in the following method.
Our goal to find a representation of RTF vectors, as defined in (75) . This representation should reflect the intrinsic degrees-of-freedom that control the variability of a set of RTF. To this end, we collect a set of N RTF vectors from the examined environment: h i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . We then construct a graph that would empirically represent the acoustic manifold. The RTFs are used as the graph nodes (not to be confused with the microphone constellation as defined above), and the edges are de-
. Let D be a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the sums of rows of K. Define the row stochastic P = D −1 K, a non-symmetric transition matrix with elements defining a Markov process on the graph P ij = p(h i , h j ), which is a discretization of a diffusion process on the manifold. 140 Since P is non-symmetric but similar to a symmetric matrix, we can define the left-and right-eigenvectors of the matrix with shared non-negative eigenvalues:
and
is the left (row) eigenvector and λ i is the corresponding eigenvalue.
This decomposition induces a nonlinear mapping of the RTF into a low-dimensional Euclidean space:
The nonlinear operator, defined in Eq. 76, is referred to as the diffusion mapping. 140 It maps the D-dimensional RTF vector h i in the original space to a lower ddimensional Euclidian space, constructed as the ith component of the most significant d eigenvectors (multiplied by the corresponding eigenvalue). Note, that the first eigenvector φ 0 is an all-ones trivial vector since the rows of P sum to 1.
The diffusion distance reflects the flow between two RTFs on the manifold, which is related to the geodesic distance on the manifold, namely, two RTFs are close to each other if their associated nodes of the graph are wellconnected. It can be proven that the diffusion distance:
is equal to the Euclidean distance in the diffusion maps space when using all N eigenvectors, and that it can be well-approximated by using only the first few d eigenvectors.
This constitutes the basis of the embedding from the high-dimension RTFs with their intricate geodesic distance, to the simple Euclidean distance in the lowdimension space. Thus, distances and ordering in the 1 (the eigenvalue is shared by all components and hence ignored here). By mapping the entire set we get N embedded values. These values constitute the y-axis of the graph. In the x-axis we draw the known angle of arrival of associated with the RTF vector hi. A clear correspondence is demonstrated, proving that the diffusion mapping indeed blindly extracts the intrinsic degree-of-freedom of the RTF set, and hence can be utilized for data-driven localization. low-dimensional space can be easily measured. As we will demonstrate in the sequel, the low-dimensional representation inferred from this mapping, has a one-to-one correspondence with physical quantities, here the location of the source.
To demonstrate the ability of this nonlinear diffusion mapping to capture the controlling parameters of the acoustic manifold, the following scenario was simulated. • −60
• . This forms the basis for a semi-supervised localization method.
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It is acknowledged that collecting labeled data in reverberant environment is a cumbersome task, however measuring RTFs in the enclosure is relatively easy. It is therefore proposed to collect a large number of RTFs in the room where localization is required. These unlabeled RTFs can be collected whenever someone is speaking in the environment. These RTFs will be used to infer the structure of the manifold. A small number of labelled RTFs, i.e. RTFs with an associated accurate position la- bel, will also be collected. These points will be used to anchor the inferred manifold to the physical world, hence facilitation the position estimation of an unknown RTF at test time. In this method, a mapping from an RTF to a position p = g(h) (here we define a mapping from the RTF to each coordinate, hence a vector to scalar mapping) is inferred by the following optimization problem
with n L labeled pairs {h i ,p i } and n U n L unlabeled RTFs. The optimization has two regularization terms, a Tikhonov regularizer g 2 H k that controls the smoothness of the mapping and a manifold-regularization g 2 M that controls the smoothness along the inferred manifold.
The minimizer of the regularized optimization problem can be found by optimization in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)
where k : M × M → R is the reproducing kernel of H k , with k(h i , h j ) as defined above, and n D = n L +n U the total number of training points. Using this semi-supervised method may improve significantly the localization accuracy, e.g. the RMSE of this method in reverberation level of T 60 = 600 ms and SNR=5 dB is ≈ 3
• , while the classical generalized cross-correlation (GCC) method 113 achieves an RMSE of 18
• at the same acoustic conditions. An extension to the multiple microphone case is presented in Ref. 144 . In this case, it is necessary to fuse the viewpoints of all nodes into one mapping from a set of RTFs to a single position estimate g : Using a Bayesian perspective of the RKHS optimization, 145 in which the mapping p = g(h) is modelled as a Gaussian process, it is easy to extend the singlenode problem to a multiple-node problem, by using an average Gaussian process g =
The covariance of this Gaussian process can be calculated from the training data
. (81) See Fig. 18 for a schematic depiction of the multimanifold fusion paradigm. The multi-manifold localization scheme 144 was evaluated using real signals recorded at the Bar-Ilan acoustic lab, see Fig. 19 . This 6 × 6 × 2.4 m room is covered by two-sided panels allowing to control the reverberation level. In the reported experiment reverberation time was set to T 60 = 620 ms. The source position was confined to a 2.8 × 2.1 m area. 3 microphone pairs with inter-distance of 0.2 m were used. For the algorithm training 20 labelled samples with 0.7 m resolution and 50 unlabeled samples were used. The algorithm was tested with two noise types: air-conditioner noise and babble noise. As an example, for SNR=15 dB the SRP-PHAT 105 achieves an RMSE of 58 cm (averaged over 25 samples in the designated area) while the multi-manifold algorithm achieves 47 cm. Finally, in dynamic scenarios, recursive versions using the Kalman filter and its extensions, with the covariance matrices of the propagation and measurement processes inferred from the manifold structure. 146, 147 Simulation results for T 60 = 300 ms and a sinusoidal movement, 5 s long and approximate velocity of 1 m/s is depicted in Fig. 20 . In the simulations, the room size was set to 5. 
VII. SOURCE LOCALIZATION IN OCEAN ACOUSTICS
Source localization in ocean acoustics has conventionally relied on physical assumptions and propagation models of the known environment. Unlike conventional methods, ML may be trained offline using models and data simultaneously. The application of ML to localization 4,149 is a relatively new research area with the potential to leverage recent advancements in computing for accurate, real-time prediction.
Matched-field processing 150 (MFP) has been applied to ocean source localization for decades with rea- 151,152 Recent MFP modifications incorporate compressive sensing since there are only a few source locations.
3,28,153 However, MFP is prone to model mismatch. 154, 155 Model mismatch has been alleviated by data-replica MFP where closely matched data is available.
156,157
The earliest ML ocean localization was implemented by a NN trained on the modeled data to learn a forward model consisting of weighted transformation.
158,159
Early ML methods were also applied to seabed inversion with limited success 160, 161 and to seafloor classification using both supervised and unsupervised learning 162 . The models were linear in the weight space due to lack of widespread knowledge about efficient nonlinear inference algorithms. In addition, researchers faced serious computational limits that reduced the appeal of NNs.
As a result of their computational limitations early on, NNs gave way to Bayesian inference using propagation models 163, 164 and to model-free localization methods based on knowledge of physical propagation in model-based methods but relies on the ability to model the environment accurately. On the other side, waveguide and array invariant methods are robust and modelfree, but the necessary environmental assumptions may be inaccurate for extreme bathymetry and in deep water. waveguides. [165] [166] [167] The field of ML gained momentum with the advent of open-source software 76, 77, 168 and, notably, improved learning algorithms for deep, nonlinear inference. 169 Recent interest in ML first appeared for target classification.
170,171
Studies of ocean source localization using ML appeared a couple years later, 4,149 including applications to experimental data for broadband ship localization 148, 172 , and target characterization. 173 Recently, studies have examined ocean localization with CNN 174 and DL, 175, 176 taking advantage of 2D data structure, shared weighting, and huge model-generated datasets. The neural network was trained on a large, simulated dataset with various environments.
176
In Niu et al. 2017 4 , the sample covariance matrix was used in a feed-forward neural network (NN) classifier to predict source range. The NN performed well on simulated data and localized cargo ships from Noise09 and Santa Barbara Channel experiments 148 (Fig. 21 ). While NN achieved high accuracy, MFP was challenged by ambiguity sidelobes (Fig. 22) . Huang et al. 176 used the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix in a deep time-delay neural network (TDNN) regression, which they trained on simulated data from many environments. For a shallow, sloping ocean environment, the TDNN was trained at multiple ocean depths to avoid model mismatch, whereas MFP always overestimated the ship range (Fig. 23) . Recently, Niu et al. 2019 103 input the acoustic amplitude on a single hydrophone into a deep residual CNN (Res-Net) 107 to predict source range and depth (Fig. 14) . The deep model was trained with tens of millions of samples from numerous environmental configurations. The deep Res-Net had lower prediction error than the Seismo-Acoustic Genetic Algorithm (SAGA) inversion method.
Future source localization research will benefit from combining the developments in propagation modeling, parallel and cloud computation tools, big data storage for long-term or large-scale acoustic recordings, and powerful new ML methods and will achieve real-time, accurate ocean source localization.
VIII. BIOACOUSTICS
Bioacoustics is the study of sound production and perception, including, but not limited to the role of sound in communication and the effects of natural and anthropogenic sounds on living organisms. ML has the potential to address many questions in this field. In some cases, ML is directly applied to answer specific questions: When are animals present and vocalizing? 177 
Which animal is vocalizing?
178 What species produced a vocalization? 179 . What call or song was produced and how do these sounds relate to one another? 180, 181 Among these questions, species detection and identification is a primary driver of many bioacoustics studies due to the reasonably direct implications for conservation and mitigation. Frequently however, ML plays a role in providing data products that address specific questions. Examples of this include: What is the density of animals in an area 182 , and how is the density changing over time?
183
How do lunar patterns affect foraging behavior? 184 In these examples, and in many other cases, the ability to detect and classify calls allows subsequent analyses to answer biological, ecological, and management questions that are beyond the scope of acoustics alone. Many of the issues presented throughout this section are also relevant to soundscape ecology, which is the study of all sounds within an environment.
185
Although many of the more recent works are starting to use learned features such as those produced by autoencoder NNs or other dimensionality reduction techniques mentioned in the introduction, much of the bioacoustics literature uses hand-selected features. These are either applied across the spectrum, such as cepstral representation of spectra 187, 188 which capture the shape of the spectral envelope of a short segment of the signal 186, 189 in a low number of dimensions (Fig. 24) or engineered towards specific calls. Many of the features designed for specific calls tend to concentrate on statistics of acoustic parameters such as mean or center frequency, bandwidth, time-bandwidth products, number of inflections in tonal calls, etc. A good example of these types of features can be found in 190 . It is fairly common to use psychoacoustic scales such as the Melodic (Mel) scale 64 which recognizes that humans (and most other animals) have an acoustic fovea where they can perceive differences between frequencies better. However, it is important to remember that this varies between species and the standard Mel scale is weighted towards humans whose hearing characteristics may vary from the target species.
Learned features attempt to determine the feature set from the data and include any type of manifold learner such as principal component analysis or autoencoders. In most cases, the feature learners are given standard features (in which case they are simply learning a manifold of the features) or attempt to learn from relatively unprocessed data such as time-frequency representations. Stowell and Plumbley (2014) 191 provide an example of using a spherical K-means learner to construct features from Mel-filtered spectra. Spherical K-means normalizes the input vectors and uses a cosine distance as its distortion metric. Other feature learners that have been used in bioacoustics include sparse autoencoders 192 , and CNN that learn weights associated with features of interest 193 . There are many examples of template-based methods that can work well when calls are highly stereotyped. The simplest type of template method is the time-domain matched filter, but in bioacoustics matched filters are typically implemented in time-frequency space 177 . More complex matched filters permit non-linear compression or elongation of the filter with dynamic time warping 194 , which has been used for both delphinid whistles 195 and bird calls 189 . However, even these so-called stereotyped calls have in many species been show to drift over time. It has been shown that the frequency of blue whale calls have declined 196 . These types of changes can cause matched-template methods to require recalibration.
Supervised learning is the primary learning paradigm that has been used in ML bioacoustics research and can be traced back to the use of linear discriminant analysis. An early example of this was the work of Steiner (1981) 179 that examined classifying delphinid whistles to species. Gaussian mixture models have been used to capture statistical variation of spectral parameters related to calling for toothed whales 197 and sequence information has been exploited with hidden Markov models for classifying bird song to species. 189, 198 Multi-level perceptron NNs also have a rich history of being applied in bioacoustics, with varied uses such as bat species identification, bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) call detection, and recognizing killer whale (Orcinus orca) dialects. [199] [200] [201] Decision tree methods have been used, with early approaches using classification and regression trees for species identification.
202 Support vector machines have also had considerable success, examples include classifying the calls of birds and anurans to species.
203,204
Ensemble learning is a well-known method of combining classifiers to improve results by reducing the variance of the classification decision through the use of multiple classifiers that learn from different data, with wellknown examples such as random forest 205 and adaptive boosting. 206 These techniques have been leveraged by the bioacoustics community, such as the work by Gradiek et al. (2016) 207 that used random forests to distinguish bumble bee species based on characteristics of their buzz.
One of the most recent trends in bioacoustic pattern recognizers is the use of deep NN that have reduced classification error rates in many fields 9 and have reduced many of the issues of overfitting NN seen in earlier artificial NN through a variety of methods such as increased training data, architectural changes, and improved regularization techniques. An early use of this in bioacoustics can be seen in the work of Halkias et al. (2013) 192 that demonstrated the ability of deep Boltzmann machines to distinguish mysticete species. Deep CNN have been used for bat species identification 208 and have become one of the dominant types of recognizers for bird species identification since the successful introduction of CNN in the LifeCLEF bird identification task.
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Unsupervised ML has not been used as extensively in bioacoustics but is nonetheless present. Much of the work has been to cluster calls into distinct types, with the goal of using objective methods that are repeatable and do not suffer from perceptual bias. Examples of this include the K-means clustering, 210,211 adaptive resonance theory clustering (Deecke and Janik, 2006) , 199 selforganizing maps, 212 and clustering graph nodes based on modularity.
213 Clustering sounds to species is also of interest and has been used to investigate toothed whale echolocation clicks in data deficient areas where not all species sounds have been well described 214 using Biemanns (2006) graph clustering algorithm 215 that shares similarities with bottom up clustering approaches.
There are several repositories for bioacoustic data. The Macaulay Library at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology (https://www.macaulaylibrary.org) maintains an extensive database of acoustic media with a combination of curated and citizen-scientist recordings. Portions of the Xeno-Canto collection (https://www.xeno-canto.org) of bird sounds has been used extensively as a competition data set in the CLEF series of conferences. The marine mammal bioacoustics community maintains the Moby Sound database of marine mammal sounds (https://www.mobysound.org/), which includes many of the data sets used in the Detection, Classification, Localization, and Density Estimation for marine mammals series of workshops. In addition, there are government databases such as the British Librarys sounds library (https://sounds.bl.uk/) which includes animal calls and soundscape recordings. Many organizations are trying to come to terms with the large amounts of data generated by passive acoustic recordings and some governments are conducting trials of long-term repositories for passive acoustic data such as the United States National Center for Environmental Informations data archiving pilot program (https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/pad/).
Finally, an ongoing challenge for the use of ML in bioacoustics is how to manage the detection data generated from long-term data sets, and some efforts are beginning to look into ways to organize and store data products resulting from passive acoustic monitoring.
216,217
While peripheral to the performance of ML algorithms, the ability to store the scores and decisions of ML algorithms along with descriptions of the algorithms and the parameters used is critical to comparing results as well as analyzing long-term trends.
In Fig. 25 we illustrate the effect of recording equipment and sampling site location mismatch on cross validation results in marine mammal call classification. For some problems, changes across equipment or environments can cause severe degradation of performance. When these types of issues are not considered, performance in the field can vary significantly from what was expected based on laboratory experiments.
IX. SEISMIC EXPLORATION
Seismic exploration for hydrocarbon discovery involves sending seismic waves from sources at or near the surface or in the water column, and collecting at a large number of receiver locations the reflected signals. The signals are reflected by subsurface discontinuities, associated with bulk acoustic or elastic property contrast. The subsurface properties are determined by first processing the reflection data [219] [220] [221] , and then and applying either migration based imaging 222, 223 or inversion 224 . Interpretation of these results 225 , can be indicative of the presence of hydrocarbon resources. Much like in acoustics, the research has traditionally focused on advanced signal processing, imaging and inversion algorithms with and without high-fidelity numerical wave propagation modeling, with occasional applications of pattern recognition techniques. Recently, ML, especially DL methods, have been increasingly exploited in various aspects of seismic exploration including seismic data processing, imaging, interpretation and inversion, with new results updated frequently in the society of exploration geophysicists (SEG) publications such as Geophysics, Interpretation and annual conferences and workshops.
As part of this review we present a snapshot of this rapidly evolving research application field with two examples, namely structural element classification from seismic images and facies classification based on seismic data.
A. Image Classification for Seismic Interpretation
Detecting and classifying geological structure elements, such as salt domes, channels, faults and folds, from seismic images constitute one of the first tasks in the seismic interpretation workflow. This is typically carried out by experienced geologists who, aided by various models and software tools, browse through the imaged seismic volume and put down their annotations. This process faces several challenges. First is the inadequacy of manual interpretation in dealing with extremely large seismic volume data now typical in 3D seismic surveys. It is highly desirable to have automated processing with good accuracy; Second is the uncertainty. Given one same image different geologists might provide quite differing interpretations, especially of those with complex structures and configurations, or low image quality. Without properly accounting for the associated uncertainty, each interpretation instance can be very risky to act upon for making exploration decision.
Historically seismic interpretation has based its analysis on a long list of attributes 227, 228 , such as amplitude 229 , curvature 230 , gradient, coherence 231,232 as well as texture information or a combination of these attributes. A comprehensive review of these attributebased work is provided by Chopra and Marfurt 227 . Zhao et al. 233 recently presented a comparison of several attribute-based facies classification techniques. Attribute-based methods have the advantage of being relatively easy to interpret and their results have direct correspondence to aspects of image geometric structure. The disadvantage is, given that these attributes are predefined, the information they bear towards certain structure elements is not necessarily optimal for a particular seismic image or volume. Their effectiveness can potentially be subject to the influences of other factors such as scale, contrast, and orientation. As a result, detection or classification performance based on these attributes can vary significantly from case to case. 15 constructs a set of feature representation over a sequence of network layers, based on which classification or prediction tasks are then applied. Due to its multi-layer hierarchical representation and the nonlinear activation function, DL has proven to be a powerful tool that provide an end-to-end optimization mechanism, such that the features are constructed from sample input in a way tailored towards the given ML task as specified by minimizing the corresponding loss function.
Here we presents the results from applying a DL classifier to a set of seismic section images of various geological structure elements such as fault, salt dome, channel and folds. We first explain data preprocessing and unsupervised feature learning, then describe in detail a classifier based on stacked CNN autoencoder.
The data set consists of a collection of seismic images obtained from various interpreted field seismic sections, through a sequence of preprocessing and data augmentation steps. The interpretated annotations provide the label basis. These seismic sections and their interpreted versions were obtained from various sources, such as the visual seismic atlas portal (www.visualseismicatlas.org). The original form of these data have varying spatial dimensions, resolutions and image characteristics (e.g. gray scale vs color with different colormap and scales). These raw sections are first partitioned into a number of regions containing instance(s) of geological structure elements. The second step is data augmentation where moving spatial windows of various sizes are applied to each selected image region obtained from the first step, producing a large number of image patches. The window sizes are chosen such that the structure element instances are captured either as a whole or as semantically meaningful parts. The large image patches are down-sampled at several levels to generate images of different scales. This way global structures are captured at decreased resolution or smaller scale, and local structures are retained to preserve semantically meaningful representation. All images are then resized to a chosen dimension, before being converted into gray scale and normalized, so that image color does not participate in the analysis. As a result, a data set of total 3841 images, each of dimension 100 × 100, is generated containing 4 categories of structure elements, namely, channel (562 samples), fault (1905 samples), fold (166 samples) and salt (1208 samples). A subset of these sample images are provided in Fig. 26 . To prepare for DL training and inferencing, the samples are randomly partitioned into 60%, 15% and 25% for training, validation and testing respectively. We use a 2D CNN Autoencoder based classifier, and apply autoencoder pretraining followed by classification retraining after replacing the decoder by a softmax based classifier. The autoencoder consists of three blocks of convolutional layers interleaved with max-pooling layers both with downsampling rate of 2×2 which bring the feature spatial dimension from 100×100 to 50×50 and then 25 × 25 in the final feature layer. Each block consists of two 2D CNN layers. Each layer has kernel size 3 × 3 with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function, followed by batch normalization. The filter depth of the convolutional layers increases from 8 in the first block to 16 in the second block, and finally to 32 in the third block. This leads to an overall 18,488 network parameters. Fig. 27 illustrates the feature learning processing via a test sample image containing a salt structure. As the network is iteratively trained to minimize the reconstruction error for the autoencoder, the features are generated from updated network and filter parameters with an improved capability to reconstruct the images on the average. Note that the decoder has a mirrored structure as the encoder part and is not plotted in Fig. 27 . The pretraining process converges at about 50 epochs, achieving very high quality reconstruction (or low validation error). The feature output corresponding to the testing image, retrieved at the final encoder layer as the 32 filter outputs, as plotted in Fig. 27 , captures various representations of the salt structure, including the boundary curvature, the texture inside the salt dome, et al.
After pretraining converges, we replace the decoder with a flatten layer and two densely connected layers with the final layer being a softmax 4-class classifier. Then the entire network is retrained to minimize the crossentropy loss. The retraining converges in approximately 10 epochs, yielding averaging testing accuracy around 96%. Table I shows a favorable testing performance of the trained classifier, as reflected by the precision, the recall and f-1 score, evaluated over the testing sample set.
B. Facies classification based on seismic Data
While the example of structure element classification from seismic images is a relatively approachable problem for applying DL based computer vision techniques, ap- plication of DL to pre-stack seismic data has not been as extensively reported at the moment this review is written. One of the challenges is the proper data representation that captures and preserves the wave propagation physics associated with pre-stack data can be problem dependent. Here we show one example of classify seismic facies directly from pre-stack data. Some of the results have previously been reported by Li et al 234 . The problem setup is illustrated in Fig. 28 where we are interested in predicting the facies type at a given subsurface location (Fig. 28 (b) ) based on the associated pre-stack data ( Fig. 28 (a) ). The facies type label are obtained from well log data such as Gamma Ray, Poisson Ratio, Density, Caliper, Shear and Compressional Velocity. The Gamma Ray log is shown in Fig. 28 (d) . Well logs and hence the derived facies types are given in depth and need to be converted in two-way travel time, using for example, the depth-to-time-conversion table in Fig. 28 (c) . Other challenges include the limited spatial coverage of well log data which only sample at a certain depth range and over a limited horizontal locations; the sensitivity to incorrect depth-to-time conversion, and the potentially insufficient facies representation at the well locations. The goal is to train the model using the seismic data and the facies labels at the well locations and then use the trained model to predict the facies at places further away from or between well locations.
We choose two 2D spectra representation forms of the pre-stack data samples, as shown in Fig. 29 : frequencywavenumber spectra (a) and frequency-wavenumber cepstra (b). The sample set is obtained within the time range corresponding to the well log depth range. The sample set structure in each representative form are visualized using tSNE plots as shown in (c) and (d), re- spectively, color coded with the facies labels. From the total 101 shot gathers we generate a total 29029 samples, partitioned into 23223 training and 5806 test samples. We use a network model consisting of blocks of simple 2D CNN model with kernel size 3 × 3, filter depth 32, with batch normalization and ReLU activation. These are then followed by 2D max-pooling, flatten layer, 50% drop out and a dense layer before the softmax classifier. The trained model achieves 96% average testing accuracy for frequency-wavenumber spectra based sample representation and 94.6% average accuracy for frequencywavenumber cepstra based sample representation. (Color Online) Spectra inputs and sample set structure visualization via tSNE. (a) frequency-wavenumber spectra of a given sample, (b) frequency-wavenumber cepstra of a given sample, and the sample set structure in frequency-wavenumber spectra representation (c) and frequency-wavenumber cepstra representation (d), both using tSNE visualization
X. REVERBERATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS IN EVERYDAY SCENES
Humans encounter complex acoustic scenes in their daily life. Sounds are created by a wide range of sources (e.g. speech, music, impacts, scrapes, fluids, animals, machinery) each with its own structure and each highly variable in its own right. 235 Moreover, the sound from these sources reverberate in the environment, which profoundly distorts the original source waveform. Thus the signal that reaches a listener usually contains a mixture of highly variable unknown sources, each distorted by the environment in an unknown fashion.
This variability of sounds in everyday scenes poses a great challenge for ML. Classification algorithms must be sensitive to inter-class variation, robust to intra-class variation, and robust to reverberation-all of which are context dependent. Robust identification of sounds in natural scenes often requires both large training data sets, to capture the requisite acoustic variability, and domain specific knowledge about which acoustic features are diagnostic for specific tasks.
Overcoming these challenges will enable a range of novel technologies. For example, hearing aids which can extract speech from background noise and reverberation, or self-driving cars which can locate a fire-truck siren amidst a noisy street. Some example applications which have already been investigated include: species recognition from insect calls;
236 inspection of tile properties from impact sounds; 237 classification of aircraft from takeoff sounds; 238 and cough sound recognition in pig farms. 239 More examples are given in Table. 2 of Sharan  and Moir. 240 These are all tasks with direct applications which must deal with the complexities of natural acoustic scenes. Because environmental sounds are so variable and occur in so many different contexts -the very fact which makes them difficult to model and to parse -any ML system that can overcome these challenges will likely yield a broad set of technological innovations.
There is another reason that algorithms which parse natural acoustic scenes are of special interest. By definition, such algorithms attempt the same challenge that biological hearing systems have evolved to solve -organisms, as well as engineers, desire to make sense of sound and thereby infer the state of the world. This convergence of goals means that engineers can take inspiration from auditory perception research. It also raises the possibility that ML algorithms may help us understand the mechanisms of auditory perception in both humans and animals, which remain the most successful systems in existence for acoustical inference in natural scenes.
In the following, we will consider two key challenges of applying ML algorithms to acoustic inference in natural scenes: (1) robustness to reverberation; and (2) classification of a large range of diverse environmental sounds.
A. Reverberation
Acoustic reverberation is ubiquitous in natural scenes, and profoundly distorts sounds as they propagate from a source to a listener (Fig. 30) . Thus any recorded sound is a product of both the source and environment. This presents a challenge to source recognition algorithms, as a classifier trained in one environment, may not work when presented with sounds from a different space, or even sounds presented from different locations within the same space. However, reverberation also provides a source of information about the environment, and the source-listener distance. Humans can robustly identify sources, environments, and can intuitively identify source distance from reverberant sounds. 241 This suggests that the human auditory system can, from a single sound, separately infer multiple causal factors. 7 The process by which this is done is poorly understood, and has yet to be replicated via algorithms.
The effect of reverberation can be described by filtering with the environment Impulse Response (IR),
where r(t) is the reverberant sound, s(t) the source signal, and h(t) the impulse response; the subscript j indexes across microphones in a multi-sensor array. An algorithm that seeks to identify the source (or IR), must either be robust to variations introduced by natural IRs (or sources), or it must be able to separate the signal into its constituents (i.e. s(t) and h(t)). The challenge is that, in general, both s(t) and h(t) are unknown and such a separation is an ill-posed problem. Presumably, to make sense of reverberant sounds, an algorithm must leverage knowledge about the acoustical structure of sources, IRs, or both. Natural scenes, despite highly diverse environments, display statistical regularities in their IRs, such as consistent frequencydependent variation in decay rates (Fig. 30) . This regularity partially enables human comprehension of reverberant sounds.
7 If such regularities exist, ML algorithms can in principle learn them, if they receive appropriate training.
One solution to the variability introduced by reverberation is to incorporate reverberant sounds in the training data set. This has been used to successfully train a dereverberation autoencoder 242 and to improve performance of a deep neural network (DNN) trained on speech recognition. 243 Though effective in principle, this may require exceptionally large data sets to generalize to a wide range of environments.
A number of datasets with labelled sound sources in a range of reverberant environments have been prepared (REVERB challenge; 244, 245 ASpIRE challenge 246 ). Some data sets have focused instead on estimation of room acoustic parameters (ACE challenge 247 ). The proceedings of these challenges provide a thorough overview of state-of-the art systems.
Given that the physical process underlying reverberation is well understood and can be simulated, the statistics of reverberation can also be assessed by simulating a large number of rooms. This has been used to train DNNs to reconstruct a spectrogram of dry (i.e. anechoic) speech from a spectrogram of reverberant speech.
248,249
Another approach is to incorporate models of how reverberation affects sound signals into the algorithm. One example is the fact that short sections of reverberant IRs have approximately Gaussian statistics.
7 Thus one effect of reverberation is to "whiten" the spectrum, as measured by a short-time Fourier transform. Thus filters can be trained on dry and reverberant samples of the same signal, which restores the original (i.e. non-Gaussian) spectral features of the signal. 250 Another feature used is the spatial covariance of a microphone array. The directarriving sound (i.e. non-reverberant) is strongly correlated across two spatially separated microphones, as the signal detected at each channel is the same signal with different time delays. The reverberation, which contains a summation of many signals incident from different directions is much less correlated across channels. This can be exploited to yield a dereverberation algorithm, 251 , and to estimate signal direction-of-arrival.
252
In addition to estimating the source signal, it is often desirable to infer properties of the IR from the reverberant signal, and thereby infer characteristics of the environment. The most common such property to be inferred is the Reverberation Time (RT), which is the time taken for reverberant energy to decay some amount. RT can be estimated from histograms of decay rates measured from short windows of the signal.
253-256
The techniques described above have all shown some success in estimating sources or environments from reverberant audio. However, in most cases either the sound sources or the IRs were drawn from a constrained set (i.e only speech, or a small number of rooms). It remains to be seen how well these approaches will generalize to the comparative cacophony of everyday scenes.
B. Environmental sounds
There are many challenges to identifying sources in natural scenes. Firstly, there is the tremendous range of different sound sources. Natural scenes are filled with speech, music, animal calls, traffic sounds, machinery, fluid sounds, electronic devices, and a range of clattering, clanking, scraping and squeaking of everyday objects colliding. Secondly, there is tremendous variability within each class of sound. The sound of a plate dropped on a floor varies dramatically with the plate, the floor, the height of the drop, and the angle of impact. Thirdly, natural scenes often contain many simultaneous sound sources which overlap and interfere. To recognize acoustic scenes, or the sources therein, an algorithm must simultaneously be sensitive to the differences between different sources and robust to the variation within each source.
The most obvious solution to overcoming this natural complexity is to train classifiers on large and varied sets of labelled recordings. To this end, a number of public datasets and have been introduced for both source recognition in natural scenes (DCASE challenges; Recently, massive troves of online videos have proven a useful source of sounds for training and testing. One approach is to use meta-data tags in such videos as "weak labels". 263 Even though the labels are noisy and are not time-synced to the actual noise event -which may be sparse throughout the video -this can be mitigated by the sheer size of the training corpus, as millions of such videos can be obtained and used for training and testing.
264
Another approach to audiovisual training is to use state-of-the-art image processing algorithms to provide object and scene labels to each frame of the video. These can then be used as labels for sections of audio allowing conventional training of a classifier to recognize sound events from the audio waveform. 265 Similarly, a network can be trained to map image statistics to audio statistics and thereby generate a plausible sound for a given image, or image sub-patch.
266
The synchronicity between object motion (rendered in pixels) and audio events can be leveraged to extract individual audio sources from video. Classifiers which receive inputs from both audio and video channels can be trained to differentiate videos with veridical audio, from videos with the wrong audio or temporally misaligned audio. Such algorithms learn "audiovisual features" and can then infer audio structure from pixel patterns alone. This enables audio source separation with video of multiple musicians or speakers, 267 or identification of where in an image a source is emanating [268] [269] [270] [271] or clustering of videos (from pixels alone) into sets that are likely to have similar sounds.
271
Whether trained by video features, or by traditional labels, a sound source classifier must learn a set of acoustic features diagnostic of relevant sources. In principle, the features can be learned directly on the audio waveform. Some algorithms do this, 272 but in practice, most state-of-the art algorithms use pre-processing to map a sound to a lower-dimensional representation where features are learned. Classifiers are frequently trained upon Short-Time-Fourier Transform (STFT) domains, and many variations thereupon with non-linear frequency decompositions spacings (mel-spaced, Gammatone, ERB, etc). These decompositions (sometimes termed cochleagrams if the frequency spacing is designed to mimic the sensitivity of the cochlea within the ear) all favor finer spectral resolution at lower frequencies than higher frequencies, which both mirrors the sensitivity of biological audition and may be optimal for recognition of natural sounds. 273 Beyond the Spectro-temporal domain, algorithms have been presented which learn features upon a wide range of acoustical features (summarized by Sharan and Moir, 240 Li et al., 274 and Waldekar and Saha 275 ). Sparse decomposition provides a framework to optimally decompose a waveform into a set of features from which the original sound can be approximately reconstructed. This has been put to use to optimize source recognition algorithms 276 and, particularly in the form of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), provides a learned set of features for sound recognition, 277 scene recognition, 278 source separation, 279 or denoising.
280
Another approach to choosing acoustic features for classification, is to consider the generative processes by which environmental sounds are created. In many cases, such as impacts of rigid-body objects, the physical processes by which sound is created are well characterized and can be simulated from physical models. 282 Although full physical simulations are impractically slow for inference by a generative model, such models allow impact audio to be simulated rather than recorded 281 (Fig. 31) . This allows the creation of arbitrarily large data sets over which classification algorithms can be trained. The 20K audio-visual data set 281 contains orders of magnitude more labelled impact sounds (with associated videos) than earlier data sets.
Such physical synthesis models allow the training of classifiers which may move beyond recognizing broad sound classes and be able to judge fine-grained physical features such as material, shape or size of colliding objects. Humans can readily make such distinctions 283, 284 though how they do so is not known. In principle, detailed and flexible judgments can be made via a generative model which explicitly encodes the relevant causal factors (i.e. the physical parameters we hope to infer, such as material, shape, size, mass, etc.). Such generative models have been used to infer objects and surfaces from images, 285 vocal tract motion from speech,
286
simple sounds from simulated scenes, 287 and the motion of objects from the impact sounds made as they bounced and scraped across surfaces. 288 However, as high-resolution physical sound synthesis is computationally expensive and slow, it is not yet clear how to apply such approaches to more realistic environmental scenes.
Given that the structure of natural sounds are determined by the physical properties of moving objects, audio classification can be aided by video information, which -in addition to providing class labels as described above -provides information about the materials present in a scene, and the manner in which objects are moving. Owens et al. 289 recorded a large set of videos of a drum stick striking objects in everyday scenes. The sounds produced by collision were projected into a low-dimensional feature space where they served as "labels" for the video data set. A neural network was then be trained to associate video frames with sound features, and could subsequently synthesize plausible sounding impacts for silent video of colliding objects.
C. Building machines that hear like humans
As we have described above, recent developments in ML have enabled significant progress in algorithms that can recognize sounds from everyday scenes. These have already enabled novel technologies and will no doubt continue to do so. However, current state-of-the-art systems still do not match up to human perception in many inference tasks. Consider, for example, the sound of an object (e.g. a coin, a pencil, a wine glass, etc.) dropped on a hard surface. From this sound alone, humans can identify the source, make guesses about how far and how fast it moved, estimate the distance and location of both the initial impact and the location of settling, distinguish objects of different material or size, and judge the nature of the scene from reverberation. In contrast, current stateof-the-art systems are considered successful if they can distinguish the sound of a basketball bouncing from a door slammed shut or the bark of a dog. They identify but do not interpret the sound the way that humans do. Interpreting natural sounds at this level of detail remains an unsolved engineering problem, and it is not known how humans do this intuitively. It is possible that developments in ML hearing of natural scenes and studies of biological hearing will proceed together, each informing and inspiring the other, to yet make a machine that "hears" like a human to parse and interpret the rich sounds present in everyday scenes.
XI. CONCLUSION
In this review we have introduced ML theory, including deep learning (DL), and discussed a range applications and advances of the theory acoustics research areas. While our coverage of the advances of ML in the field of acoustics is not exhaustive, it is apparent that ML has enabled many recent advances. We hope this article can serve as inspiration for future ML research in acoustics. It is observed that large, publicly available data sets (e.g. Refs. 72, 245-247, 259, and 290) have encouraged innovation across acoustics field. ML in acoustics has enormous transformative potential, and its benefits are increased with open data.
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